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An epitome of Opulence and Grandeur
at Asset Insignia
Villa No. 5, at our exclusive and Premium Villa Project, Asset Insignia Kochi is an embodiment of
luxury. Our Asset Interiors and Customization team has designed the villa in the most grand way
possible. Premium features like a personal home theatre, lifts to upper floors, fully customized
rooms, a modern kitchen with top notch appliances , personalized wardrobes, grand chandelier all
form part of this magnificent villa.

Living Room

The double height living room fittingly sets the tone of the home. A pebbled and soft-lit pathway
leads to the main living room with a grey display wall on the side. The lift to upper floors can be
accessed from the main living room , a beautiful soft light false ceiling along with a chandelier adds
to the ambience of the living room.

Personal Home Theatre

This villa boasts of a state of the art personal home theatre along with a tastefully designed bar
counter. The room’s acoustics have been specially taken care of by our Asset interiors team with
wall panels to block out any noise and appropriate flooring of the room. Comfortable, cosy recliners
have been designed and placed in the home theatre space for a pleasant viewing experience.

Bedroom

Each bedroom in the villa, has been designed in a
unique manner. The master bedroom’s USP is the
false ceiling design which enhances the overall
look of the room. The daughter’s room has freshness and pop of color in the form of parakeet
green and white theme. The headboard wall has an
applique design of white stars. The son’s room has
a wardrobe with a life size Ferrari graphic on it. The
whole room has a red Ferrari theme , with the bed
sideboard , walls all covered with the red and white
color tones.

CLIENT SPEAKS
Proudly introduce ourselves; Vargheese Anthony,
Sheeja Antony, Neha Maria and Noel Prince - a small
family trailing from Thrissur. By Grace of God, The
Almighty, we also became one among 13 lucky owners
of Asset Insignia, Elamakkara, Kaloor, Kochi - a housing
project of Asset Homes.
Asset Homes is a builder always well known in Kerala’s
Construction Industry for quality, Service and on time
deliveries of the project. We too had an opportunity to
become one among hundreds satisfied customers of
Asset Homes. As everyone knows, house is incomplete
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without suitable interior. That’s where Asset Interior
Team pleasantly surprised us again by meeting our expectation in total. We had only some rough thoughts
on how it should look like. Asset interior team made our dreams true by reflecting our mind on our walls and
roofs. For Asset Interior team, Interior work of our home was not just another job but partnering our
thoughts by integrating the modernity with best available solutions locally and internationally available, in a
cost-effective manner. We can always dispute on ‘cost’ in life, but in our view if we get Value for Money, cost
spent always justified.
Some of the pictures will speak than we narrate, however we can’t skip two- three special mentions here, like
Prayer Area, Kids Bed Rooms and Home Theatre, etc. One of the most beautifully crafted place is our Prayer
Area. Its’ simple but elegantly done, with proper lighting and stonework. Later we had some ‘servants of God’
visited at our home and they renamed prayer area to ‘Chapel’!
We have a girl at home, who always come up with diverse requirements and a boy who loves Cars and
Football. They Visualized how their cabinet should looks like, color combinations on walls, etc.
Asset Homes simply delivered their sweet rooms much better than they visualized.
There were multiple choices in front of us for interior work, but we wisely chose Asset Interior Team as our
partners to deliver our dream home. They proved that our decision was right!
A BIG thanks to Asset Team, especially to the Interior Team, who gifted us a Home that really Breaths!
-Proud owners of Insignia 5
Mr. Vargheese Anthony
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